DEFINA System
Re-defining flexible endoscopy ENT examinations

Courtesy of Dr Guido van den Broek, Radboud University Medical Centre, NL.
The DEFINA system for ENT is the advanced HD imaging platform for enhanced diagnosis and therapy.

Combining a crisp and sharp image with i-scan imaging technology allows advanced diagnosis, stroboscopy, FEES and excellent therapeutic options through the endoscope’s working channel.

**Advanced assessment**

Strong and versatile new platform to support advanced endoscopic assessment by delivering a high image quality for a variety of applications.

**Increased patient’s comfort**

Offering increased patient and physician comfort and safety by providing better tolerance and by meeting highest standards in hygiene and reprocessing.

**Enhanced and safe diagnosis**

Latest technology as well as design ensure diagnosis and treatment that is both safe and reliable.

---

**Imaging solutions in ENT**

- **PENTAX Medical USB Camera System**
  - Mobile and cost effective imaging system for general endoscopy & FEES. Offering efficient recording, reporting and editing options.

- **HD Performance VIVIDEO system**
  - The innovative design award winning HD system to upgrade your fibre endoscope to distal chip technology. Enhance your diagnostic capabilities with an excellent performance price efficiency.

- **HD Advanced DEFINA system**
  - The DEFINA system for ENT is the advanced HD imaging platform for enhanced diagnosis and therapy.

---

- **Endoscopes**
  - FNL series are reliable and durable offering high product and image quality. Perfect match with USB Camera system.
  - VNL-CP series are uniquely developed to serve needs and requirements in today’s ENT practice. By offering a superior image quality compared to fibre endoscopes and improved patient care.
  - VNL-J10 series are the optimal choice for advanced imaging and therapy. The design allows you to use the endoscopes in a variety of applications like video stroboscopy and treatment of lesions.

- **System solution**
  - Full diagnostic tool at affordable price
    - Offering maximum flexibility and a broad field of application.
  - HD image quality to support diagnosis and improve patient care
    - Offering high performance at an affordable price.
  - HD image quality for advanced imaging and therapy
    - Offering i-scan, therapeutic opportunities and voice and swallowing assessment.
TÜV Süd CE0123 • Medical device class: IIa • This product must be used only by Healthcare professionals. Before usage and for detailed product specifications, please refer to the instructions for use. In the interest of technical process, specifications may change without notice.
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